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Outline of the talk 

n  How does Philology meet Typology? 

n  Philology and Typology in Egyptian linguistics: 
Contemporary encounters 

n  Historical linguistics as a bridge between descriptive work 
and typology 
n  Philology as necessary condition 

n  Dialog between philology and typology 

n  Earlier Egyptian Allative future and the typology of Allative 
Futures 

n  Basic vocabulary and the assumed constant rate of morpheme 
decay  

n  Historical linguistics accounting for rare typological situations 
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How does Philology meet Typology? 

n  Philology 
n  Term attested in English since the late 17th cent.; from French 

philologie, via Latin from Greek φιλολογία  

n  Etymologically, it refers to the ‘love’ (φίλος) for the λόγος ‘word, 
speech, discourse, etc.’ 

n  As a scholarly field, it originated from intellectual centers of the 
4th century BCE (Alexandria, Pergamum, etc.) 
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n  Philology 
n  Term attested in English since the late 17th cent.; from French 

philologie, via Latin from Greek φιλολογία  

n  Etymologically, it refers to the ‘love’ (φίλος) for the λόγος ‘word, 
speech, discourse, etc.’ 

n  As a scholarly field, it originated from intellectual centers of the 
4th century BCE (Alexandria, Pergamum, etc.) 

n  The meaning was narrowed to the study of the historical 
development of languages in 19th century usage of the term  
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n  Richter (2015) ‘Early encounters: Egyptian Coptic studies and 
comparative linguistics in the century from Schlegel to Finck’ 

n  Typology as a term and as a discipline (Graffi 2010) 
n  von der Gabelentz (1901 [1891]: 481) coined the term ‘Typologie’ 

n  Hjelmslev (1966: 128-129 = Le langage) ‘Une typologie 
linguistique exhaustive est la tâche la plus grande et la plus 
importante qui s’offre à la linguistique [...] En fin de compte, sa 
tâche est de répondre à la question : quelles structures 
linguistiques sont possibles, et pourquoi telles structures 
sont‑elles possibles quand d’autres ne le sont pas ? Ce faisant, 
elle doit, plus qu’aucune autre espèce de linguistique, 
s’approcher de ce qu’on pourrait appeler la nature du langage 
[...] C’est seulement par la typologie que la linguistique s’élève à 
des points de vue tout à fait généraux et devient une science.’  

n    

Philology and Typology  
in Egyptian linguistics 
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n  Greenberg (1960 [1954]; 1963; etc.) 
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in Egyptian linguistics 

n  Polotsky doing typology (1960) 
n  Shisha-Halevy’s (1981) Egyptian 

internal typology 
n  Comparaison of features 

(‘descriptive similarities of 
grammatical entities’) in order to 
establish ‘an unspecicifiable 
degree of affinity’ 

n  Goal is to establish a Sah.-Boh. 
disparity and a Boh.-LEg affinity. 

Studies presented to Hans Jakob Polotsky, ed. D.W. Young, p. 314-338. 
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n  Polotsky doing typology (1960) 

n  Shisha-Halevy’s (1981) 
Egyptian internal typology 

n  Loprieno (1988 & 1991):  
typological order of 
constituents in Middle Egyptian 
& typological caracterization of 
Middle Egyptian 

‘On the typological order of constutuents in Egyptian’, in Journal of Afroasiatic Languages 1 (1988), p. 26-57. 
‘Towards a Typology of Middle Egyptian’, in: Proceedings of the 5th International Hamito-Semitic Congress, ed. H.G. Mukarovsky, p. 107-119. 
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n  2000: ‘The typological turn’ 

‘Egyptian Linguistics in the Year 2000,’ in: Z. Hawass et al., Cairo, 2003, 73-90 
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“the studies on Egyptian language have 
recently moved away from the concerns of the 
‘Crossroad generation,’ if I may use this term 
[which was mostly dealing with H.J. Polotsky’s 
heritage], toward a more dialectic approach; 
dialectic both in the sense of the potential 
impact of language research on Egyptology as 
a whole and in the sense of a more intense 
dialogue with the discipline of general 
linguistics.” 

‘Egyptian Linguistics in the Year 2000,’ in: Z. Hawass et al., Cairo, 2003, 73-90 
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‘Egyptian Linguistics in the Year 2000,’ in: Z. Hawass et al., Cairo, 2003, 73-90 

“there has been a rather dramatic shift in the 
general interest of Egyptian linguists from 
issues of syntax to issues of typology. (…) This 
shift (…) implies that features of the Egyptian 
language that were previously considered 
within the frame of Egyptian itself are now 
read in light of general trends in the history of 
human language (...).” 
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A. Loprieno, Ancient Egyptian: A Linguistic Introduction, Cambridge: CUP,  1995. 
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J. Winand, Temps et aspect en égyptien. Une approche sémantique, Leiden, 2006. 

Extension of Vendler’s (1967) and Mourelatos’ (1980) 
taxonomy of events 
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Wente (1967: 16 & 53, n. d) 
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Collection 

Analysis 

Interpretation 

Philology1 
 

(textual) 

Philology1 
 

(grammatical) 

Heuristic  
(< εὑρίσκτική [τέχνη]) 

= finding the 
manuscripts 

‘Ecdotique’  
(> έκδοτική [τέχνη]) 
= textual criticism 

Hemeneutics 
(< έρµηνευτική [τέχνη])  
= interpretation of the 

texts 

Collection of examples in 
historical copora 

Grammatical description 

Historical comparative 
philology 
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Shisha-Halevy 
(2016 [p.c.]) 

See Gardiner (1904); Groll (1970); Winand (1997); etc. 
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n  Grossman & Polis (2014) 

E. Grossman & St. Polis, ‘On the pragmatics of subjectification: The grammaticalization of verbless allative futures (with a case study in Ancient Egyptian), 
in: Acta Linguistica Hafniensia 46/1 (2014), p. 25-63. 
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E. Grossman & St. Polis, ‘On the pragmatics of subjectification: The grammaticalization of verbless allative futures (with a case study in Ancient Egyptian), 
in: Acta Linguistica Hafniensia 46/1 (2014), p. 25-63. 

(P. Vernus, Future at Issue, Yale, 1990) 
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E. Grossman & St. Polis, ‘On the pragmatics of subjectification: The grammaticalization of verbless allative futures (with a case study in Ancient Egyptian), 
in: Acta Linguistica Hafniensia 46/1 (2014), p. 25-63. 

(Grossman & Polis 2012) 
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n  Grossman & Polis (2014) 

E. Grossman & St. Polis, ‘On the pragmatics of subjectification: The grammaticalization of verbless allative futures (with a case study in Ancient Egyptian), 
in: Acta Linguistica Hafniensia 46/1 (2014), p. 25-63. 

(Bybee et al. 1994) 
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n  Grossman & Polis (2015-2016): The Egyptianness of the Coptic 
basic vocabulary 
n  Coptic, as it comes down to us in written texts, is massively 

influenced by Greek in the domain of lexicon 

n  On this basis, linguists, philologists, and historians often make 
assumptions about the nature and extent of bilingualism. 

n  It is however difficult to draw conclusions from texts written 
mostly by bilingual scribes, highly influenced by a translation 
language 

n  We tackle this question from another angle, by determining the 
extent to which Greek influenced Coptic in terms of its basic 
vocabulary 
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n  Point of departure: a recent weighted-list of basic vocabulary 

The Leipzig-Jakarta List 

It comprises the notions 
normally associated with the 
concept of basic vocabulary 
§  stability = age score 
§  simplicity = analyzability 

score 
§  universality = representation 

score 
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Lexemes lexicalizing these 100 meanings 

n  General results 
n  233 Egyptian-Coptic lexemes lexicalize these 100 meanings 

(2,33 lexemes per meaning) 

n  Among these 233 lexemes, the vast majority has cognates in 
pre-Coptic Egyptian, with only  
10 lexemes having an unknown 
etymology 
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? Egyptian ? 

Egyptian 

Semitic 
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Constant rate of morpheme decay? 
Lexemes lexicalizing these 100 meanings 

n  General results 
n  Based on a questionnaire submitted to Coptologist colleagues 

and on the lemma list of the Database of Greek Loanwords in 
Coptic (DGLC) project, headed by T. Sebastian Richter (c. 5000 
loan word types), Greek-Coptic lexemes have been extracted 
for the 100 meanings. 
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n  General results: 19 lexemes for 15 meaning (only 4 lexemes 
frequent) 

LJL-
Meaning 

Greek-Coptic 
Lexeme Meaning Frequency  

score 
good ἀγαθός good 4 
not οὐ(χ) no, not 4 
not οὐδέ nor, and not, not even 4 
not οὐχί no, not  4 

name ὄνοµα name 2 
flesh/meat σάρξ flesh 2 

to go (προσ)έρχοµαι to come or go to 1 
salt ἁλάτιον salt 1 

to take λαµβάνω to take 1 
small µικρός small, little 1 

to know νοέω to grasp, to understand, to know 1 
wood ξύλον wood, timber 1 
bird ὄρνεον bird, chicken 1 
bird ὀρνίθιον small bird, small chicken 1 
old παλαιός old, aged, ancient 1 

to do/make πράττω, πράττοµαι to do 1 
to run τρέχω to run 1 
wood ὕλη forest, woodland, wood 1 
sand ψάµαθος sand (of the sea-shore) 1 

3 

3 

8 

5 

Adjective 

Function words 

Nouns 

Verb 
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Depending on whether one consider all the Greek lexemes 
or only the frequent ones, Coptic has a score of 7.53 or 2.38 

(which places it in the middle zone of basic vocabulary 
borrower anyway) 
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n  It seems to contradict Lees (1953) 

R.B. Lees, ‘ The basis of glottochronology,’ Language 29.2 (1953), p. 113-127 
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Dispreferred structure through change: 
Diachrony of affix ordering 

n  It has been repeatedly observed that there is a worldwide 
preference for suffixes as opposed to prefixes (e.g. Sapir 
1921; Greenberg 1957; Himmelmann 2014) 

n  According to Dryer’s scoring system, Coptic is a 
predominantly prefixing language (prefixing index above 
80%) 

n  In Grossman & Polis (forthcoming), we argue that Ancient 
Egyptian shows a long-term diachronic macro-change from 
mixed suffixing-prefixing to an overwhelming preference for 
prefixing. 

n  Each of the micro-changes are better understood in terms of 
changes at the level of individual constructions rather than in 
terms of a broad Sapirian ‘drift.’  
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